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Opening KSi AutoDataV2

KSi AutoDataV2 can be accessed from the Dell Mini that you received with your order or from any computer on the same network. It may also be possible to access the system remotely. Talk with your network administrator or a qualified network service technician if you desire remote access.

1. Open your internet browser (e.g., Chrome, Firefox, or Internet Explorer)

2. Type http://192.168.1.105/KSiAutoDataV2

3. Push enter or click “Go”.
Adding New User
When setting up new seeds, treatments, or orders, you will have to enter a user name for the person entering the new information. Each operator should have their own unique user name for tracking purposes.

1. Select the “User” menu and then “Add New User”.

2. Now you are able to insert a New User Name. Then, click Save.
Adding New Seed

Each time you acquire new seed, whether a new variety or even a new lot of seed, you will need to enter the new seed information. In these steps, you will enter the relevant supplier information, seed identification, and seed properties such as Seed Count per Scale Unit of Weight. All of this information will be then be used for each order and easily accessible from a drop down menu.

1. Start by adding the Seed Supplier. Select the “Seed Supplier” menu and then “Add Seed Supplier”.

2. Now you are able to insert a Seed Supplier company name. Then, click Save.

3. Some seed companies have multiple different seed brands. We’ve already included an “N/A” option that you can use if your seed does not require a separate brand. However, if you need to add a Seed Supplier Brand you need to select “Seed Supplier Brand” and then “Add Seed Supplier Brand” from the top menu.
4. Now, enter the brand name in the “Supplier Brand” text box. Click Save to store the new brand name.

5. You will need to add a Seed Kind when you add a new kind of seed such as wheat, corn, or soybean. Select the “Seed Kind” menu and then “Add Seed Kind”.

6. Type in the name of the kind of seed and select “Save”.

7. Add the Seed Variety. Select the “Seed Kind” menu and then “Add Seed Kind”.
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8. Now, you need to fill in the Seed Variety name and select the appropriate Supplier, Supplier Brand, and Seed Kind that was entered in the prior steps. Click “Save” to store the new Seed Variety.

9. You will need to add a seed lot when you receive each new delivery. Select the “Seed Lot” menu and then “Add Seed Lot”.

10. The Seed Count per Scale Unit of Weight (in pounds), the Shipment Number, and the Seed Lot Data are required for each Seed Lot. Once the information is entered, click “Save” to store this Seed Lot.
11. The last step in setting up a new Seed is to enter the Seed Source which will be a bin or box location. Select the “Seed Source” menu and then “Add Seed Source”.

12. The Seed Source Name, Seed Source Capacity, Seed Lot description name, Seed Variety, and Seed Source Location are all required fields. Select “Save” to store the seed source.
Adding a New Treatment

When you have a new seed treatment process you will need to set up the new treatment information. Follow these steps to define the seed treatment description and treatment items applied. After this, your new treatment recipe will be easily accessible in a drop down window.

1. Select the “Treatment Recipe” menu and then “Add Treatment Recipe”.

2. At this screen you will assign a name for the recipe and a Recipe Description. The comment field allows you to store detailed information on this particular treatment recipe. Select “Save” to store the recipe.